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Abstract. When outsourcing tasks of a business process to a third
party, information flow security becomes a critical issue. In particular
implicit information leaks are an intriguing problem. Given a business
process one could ask whether the execution of a confidential task is kept
secret to a third party which can observe some public (nonconfidential)
tasks. A business process is secure in sense of implicit information flow
if a third party can not deduce the execution of confidential tasks based
on observations of public tasks. We will show that we can verify much
faster whether a given process model is secure, support a new information flow property, and support the modeler to create a secure process
using a graphical modeling tool. The demo might be interesting for all
process modelers and those who are concerned with security in the BPM
community.
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Introduction

When outsourcing certain tasks of a business process to third-party organizations
one could “leak” sensitive information (e. g., customer data, trade secrets, or
financial details) to the involved third parties. This is undesirable, be it for
legal or economic reasons. Information flow security concerns about such leaks
which are called interferences, so the absence of such information leaks is called
noninterference [6]. A standard approach to model information flow security is
to label all tasks of a business process as either confidential or public, such a
labeling is called a complete assignment. Given a complete assignment one could
verify whether a given process is secure; however existing tools [3, 9] fail to verify
industrial business processes [2]. Additionally, creating a complete assignment is
cumbersome and any found interference requires a corrected and again complete
assignment. We provide a solution for both problems: (1) the tool Anica is able
to verify industrial business processes using a decomposition strategy, and (2)
the modeling tool Seda permits a modeler to specify partial assignments which
are automatically completed and verified by Anica. Altogether this provides
modeling support and instant feedback for guaranteed noninterference.
In the rest of the paper we explain the tools Anica and Seda and report on
experimental evaluation with over 550 industrial business processes [8] putting
secure business processes just one click away.
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Features

Verification. Anica (Automated Non-Interference Check Assistant) verifies the
structural Place-based Noninterference properties PBNI+ [4] and PBNID [10] for
safe Petri nets with complete assignments. Basically both, PBNI+ and PBNID,
characterize noninterference violations in specific places of the process model
where confidential information could be leaked to the public domain. In addition, PBNID offers additional downgraders (of confidentiality), which permit
controlled information flow from the confidential to the public domain. This
way intransitive noninterference requirements can be expressed. Although noninterference properties are defined structurally they require verification on the
process behavior. Potential interferences can be identified on the net structure,
the decision whether a potential interference is an active one is a verification
problem on the behavior of the net; see [2, 11] for details.
Noninterference verification is not limited to Petri net-based process models.
We have shown in several evaluations [2, 11] that many modeling languages,
such as WS-BPEL, BPMN, and EPC can be translated to Petri nets [12], making
our technique available to high-level languages as well. Also, safe nets are no
restriction under the assumption of sound [1] process models (which are bounded
and hence can also be represented as safe Petri nets).
To verify PBNI+ or PBNID a completely assigned and safe Petri net model of
the business process is necessary. Existing tools first compute the complete state
space of the net and then search for information leaks making the approach
fail on large industrial business processes. Our command line interface (CLI)based tool Anica instead decomposes the noninterference verification into many,
typically smaller reachability problems [2] which can be verified using state-ofthe-art model checkers using state space reduction techniques; we use LoLA [13].
As each noninterference violation is expressed in a specific place, those places
are used to decompose the verification problem. Besides the main result Anica
provides the following outputs: (1) colored dot files of the original assignment,
(2) the found interferences together with (3) a detailed result file (certificate) and
(4) a witness path (generated by LoLA) for each active interference. A typical
industrial business process is verified in about 24 ms [2] using Anica and LoLA.
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Fig. 1. Example output of Anica.
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Fig. 2. Screen shots of Seda. After assigning a few transitions (left), implied assignments are calculated automatically (right).

Figure 1 shows some example dot files generated by Anica. The green colored
tasks l1 and l2 in Fig. 1(a) are the public tasks and the red colored task h1 is
a confidential one. As shown in Fig. 1(b) there is a potential interference in
which the blue colored place s is involved (as executing l1 again would allow to
infer that h1 was executed). By Fig. 1(c) this potential inferences is not active
(as l1 can only be executed once), otherwise the place s would also be colored
blue. Therefore the Petri net used in this example is secure according to the
noninterference property PBNI+. A typical verification run of Anica is shown in
Fig. 1(d).
Modeling support. Pure verification is often uninteresting in practical situations: a modeler would have to mark each task either as public or confidential,
check interference, and if necessary reassign. This is infeasible for industrial business processes with hundreds of tasks which permit an exponential number of
assignments (2t assignments for t tasks). Rather, a modeler can create a partial
assignment of some definitely confidential tasks and some safely public tasks,
leaving other tasks unassigned. However, security verification requires a complete
assignment.
To support the modeler in this situation, we extended our verification tool
Anica with a so called reasoner, which communicates between Anica and the
graphical editor Seda, an open source Eclipse-based Petri net modeling tool3 .
Seda offers the usual functionality to model and simulate Petri nets, and was
extended to label each transition with a confidentiality, see Fig. 2 (left). Public tasks are labeled green, confidential tasks red, unassigned tasks are shown
3

http://service-technology.org/seda (Version 1.1.3).
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Fig. 3. Example message exchange in the current architecture.

white, i.e., in Fig. 2 (left) t1 is confidential, t5 public and the rest unassigned.
The modeler may now “Check Confidentiality of Transitions“ using a respective
button which invokes the reasoner and Anica. If the current partial assignment
is insecure, the modeler gets instant feedback. If the current partial assignment
is secure, it is automatically extended to all other transitions that must be set
to ensure the assignment chosen by the modeler, e.g., in Fig. 2 (right) four transitions were assigned to secure confidentiality of t1. This way the effort for the
modeler is reduced and the modeler gets feedback within a second allowing for
a tight integration of modeling and security verification. Still unassigned transitions can be chosen freely by the modeler. A screen cast demonstrating the
modeling support is available.4
Architecture and implementation details. Our integration of verification in
a modeling tool also has an interesting software engineering aspect. The reasoner
acts as a middleware between the CLI-based verification tool Anica written in
C++ and Seda written in Java based on Eclipse. In our architecture the reasoner,
written in C++, communicates via UDP packages based on JSON which allows
to use different workstations for verification and for modeling.
4
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Figure 3 depicts an example message exchange for a modeling session. First,
the user creates a model of the business process in Seda. The model is sent
to the reasoner via UDP (using Base64 encoding and JSON). After the user
has assigned the confidentiality requirements (typically a partial assignment)
and pressed the button “Check Confidentiality of Transitions“, Seda sends the
assignment as JSON encoded UDP package to the reasoner as well. The user
expects a completed and secure assignment for the business process model. The
reasoner calculates this by the help of Anica as follows. The reasoner labels
the transitions of the Petri net with the given confidentiality values and hands
this labeled net to Anica via a system call. For each potential noninterference
violation Anica creates an extended plain Petri net, which is given to the model
checker LoLA. LoLA performs a reachability check for a specific place, called
“goal “. LoLA returns true, if and only if a reachable marking (from the initial
marking) exists, in which “goal “ is marked. Based on all of LoLA’s results,
Anica creates a characterization of all secure assignments (encoded as a BDD)
and returns it to the reasoner. From this, the reasoner infers implied assignments
of currently unassigned transitions, thus deriving a secure assignment which is
sent as JSON encoded UDP package to Seda. Finally, Seda colors the previously
unassigned transitions according to the received message. The modeler is free to
choose confidentiality values of the remaining unassigned transitions [2, 11].
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Evaluation

Despite being a young discipline within BPM, there exist already two other tools
to check PBNI+: Frau et al. implemented PNSC [9] and Accorsi et al. developed
SWAT [3]. Both tools do not scale well for large Petri net models, because they
require to construct and explore the complete state space of a process model
suffering state space explosion. By decomposing the problem into reachability
checks and by applying state-space reduction techniques, Anica verifies models
much faster and consumes less memory [2].
We validated our technique in an experiment on verifying noninterference
of industrial process models [8]. We could reduce the number of states to check
from more than 30 billion to about 62,000 states. The average time consumption
of 24 ms contrasts to several hours for the approach used by both other tools [2].
Additionally, we offer - to the best of our knowledge - the only tool which can
verify the property PBNID as well. When used in the modeling support scenario
in combination with Seda and Anica, a partial assignment could be checked and
extended in about 90 ms for an average and in about 2 seconds for the largest
process of [8], demonstrating its feasibility for industrial business processes [11].
Furthermore Anica, the reasoner and Seda are publicly available5 in contrast to
PNSC [9] and SWAT [3].
5
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Conclusion

Lessons learnt. Our approach to decompose a verification problem into many
typically smaller problems makes the verification of noninterference applicable
for industrial business processes. Furthermore the achieved speed allows a model
support based on partial assignment which are typically unusable for pure verification tasks and tools, but as much more interesting for practical domains.
Future work. The next step could be the integration of the noninterference checks
in the context of other business process modeling tools (e.g, Oryx [5]) to support
BPMN rather than Petri nets. This would require a new reasoner to communicate
between Anica and for instance Oryx together with a background translation
between BPMN and Petri nets [7]. Moreover the current error message in case
of an insecure assignment can be extended to a detailed diagnostic information.
Therefore the witness path (already provided by Anica and LoLA) could be
visualized in Seda using its simulation feature.
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